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Tigers Conquer Glee Club Wins Cinder Men To Senior Dance Is Clemson To Have
Blue Stockings Much Applause Meet Georgia Grand Success Scholastic Meets
P. C. Unable to Score on Jungliers Minstrel Presented by Clemson ColAnd Lose 5 to 0—Durfee's Dialege Glee Club Saturday Night—
mond Men Play Big League Ball—
Large Audience Shows AppreciaBoozer and Salley Bach Get a
tion.
Three Bagger.
Can Clemson College boast of one
They played! They caught! They of the very best of Glee Clubs? Ask
conquered!
Yea, verily, the Tigers anyone who was present at the percertainly played a real game; and formance given Saturday night. The
they must have caught them, 'cause best yet! Can't be beaten.
On the night of .the first, "April
the sure didn't miss; and from the
looks of the score, 5 to 0, they must Fool's Day," the cadets, people of
undoubtedly have conqured. And so the campus, and visitors assembled
it runs from inning to inning; and in the college chapel for the express
thereby hangs a tale (as the man said purpose of being entertained—and
they were not disappointed! It was
when he kicked the dog.)
In all their glory the Tigers march- whispered about that the Tiger's Glee
ed out on the home diamond Monday Club was an exceptionally good one
afternoon to battle with the Blue this year, and this whispered rumor
Stockings from P. C. The Clemson- became an outspoken fact before the
ites started hitting 'em hard from audience left the hall. But lets us
the very first and it wasn't long be- start at the beginning and see how
fore the score stood 1 to 0. In who's the Clemson Minstrel toys presented
favor?
Why Clemson's, ole dear! their program.
In spite of the fact that Clemson's
The Tiger men seemed to be able to
make connections with the pill from orator, Dr. D. W. Daniel was absent,
the very first.
Boozer pitched a all saw that his spirit was very much
great game for the Tigers, and only present-^at least his usual words and
allowed three hits. Besides pitching actions did not fail to find expressa good game, Boozer connected up ion. When eight o'clock rolled awith the ole pill and tapped it out round, and it was time for the curfor a three bagger. Not to be out- tains to be drawn everyone sat up
done, Salley stepped up and swatted up and rubbed his eyes when he saw
it out for another three bagger. what appeared to be the impossible
Turnipseed and Herron each got three Was it Dr. Daniel? No, that couldn't
hits for Clemson. The Tigers got be, for he was away on a speakinga total of twelve hits during the game tour. Yet this apparition stated that
In the seventh and eighth innings, he was just reurned from "electriyythe Presbyterians got a little rattled ing his audiences" all over the State
and allowed the Tigers to make four and that he was very glad 1,0 he back.
runs. P. C.'s center fielder played When the cheering somewhat suba good game, making one pretty sided, this self-appointed understudy
catch, and several other good plays. cast his eyes mournfully towards the
This game was the first game of gallery, and said that he felt sure the
the season to be played on the home gathering would be chacterized by
grounds. We can all say now that the usual good behavior of the Clemthe Tiger baseball team looked migh- son students. The introduction was
ty good to us. Watch out, ye Tigers, undoubtedly a feature, and there was
for the big headlines when Clemson is not a person among those present
herald as the State Champions of not even a child, who failed to catch
1922.
the point.
After this much cheered introducTHE GAME IN DETAIL.
tion, the Club rendered the "Open. First inning: Galloway struck out. ing Chorus." Now with the end men
Holliday out, Boozer to Turnipseed. keeping the house in an uproar most
Brown grounds out to second.
of the time, the regular program was
on. The selections by the Quartette
Hits—0
Runs—0
Herron out, Moore to
Brown, were good indeed. Everyone acclaimWoodward struck out. Murr flies ed these young men as members of
one of Clemson's best
quartettes.
out to second.
Then followed "Tuck Me To Sleep,"
Hits—0
Runs—0
Second inning. Moore grounds out by end man, Cyrus Willis. The crowd
to Turnipseed. Norton flies out to called ihm back time after time, and
center field. Damphier struck out. even then hated to see him set down.
"Dapper Dan", sung by Preacher
Hits—0
Runs—0
Reames out .Warner to Brown, Martin, certainly hit the spot, espeTurnipseed got single—stole second. cially as far as the cadets were conTurnipseed went to third when Sally cerned. "I want My Mammy" was
struck out.
Boone out, Lewis to another song with which Willis treated his audience . At this stage one
Brown.
of the end men, Ed Freeman, capHits—1 Runs—0
Third inning: Williamson got sin- tured everyone with the song, "Bobgle over first. On balk by Boozer, bed Haired Babies' Ball." He gave
(continued on page two.)
it again and again, all seemingly
wishing to hear of this "Ball." Now
followed "A Bit of Harmony" by the
MCMILLAN MAKES GOOD IN
Quartette. This offering was heartiPROFESSIONAL BALL ly appreciated, and the four songsters
were loudly encored.
The "Final
Former Tiger Appears to Have Land- Chorus" brought the curtain on the
ed a Position With New York Yan- first part of the performance.
kees.
With the curtain drawn, the Quartette came forward and gave several
Norman McMillan wno for two or selections. "Weep No More" was one
three years was a star baseball at of the songs rendered. This was a
Tigertown has been going great for good prelude to what was to follow.
With the swinging aside of the
the New York Yankees during their
spring training at New Orleans. He curtains, all saw the much talked
is playing a wonderful game at third of Jungle Seven Jazz Orchestra. . The
for the Yankees. Press observers Seven were in costume, and they lookwho have seen him perform at New ed unlawfully jazzy. But looks were
Orleans are unanimous in the opin- not all. These fellows really knew
ion that he is one of the "finds" of how to get the most music possible
out of their instruments, and they
the season.
McMillan is a former member of certainly did do it. Ed Freeman was
the class of '18. He lert college dur- the sensation. This man played
ing his junior year and has been every instrument that he could put
playing professional baseball since his hands upon, and he tooted a long
that time. He first played for Green- unheard of horn that was longer than
ville in the South Atlantic League, his body. The Jungle Seven put the
New York secured him last spring squeals, spasms, and harmonies into
and this club had no little trouble their music—they lived up to their
in waivering him out of the American reputation.
Now followed the last part of the
League in order that he might be
farmed out to Rochester. He im- program: "Boots and Bumps hits
proved greatly under the tutelage of Mexico." This was a laughable afGeorge Stallings and the Yankees fair from beginning to end, and the
called him back this spring. His men showed themselves to be actors
work at the Yankee Camp has been of no mean ability. Brigadier Nutt
one of the outstanding sensations of was so hard that if Pancho Villa had
(continued on last page)
the spring training season.

Carolina Makes an Eleventh Hour Second Senior Dance Brilliant Success CLEMSON TO STAGE BOTH PICKENS COUNTY AND PIEDMONT
Cancellation
of Opening Track
in Spite of Weather.
TRACK MEETS
Meet—Georgia to be Met Saturday in Athens—Clemson Now Has
In spite of the weather last Friday Pickens to Come Back for Annual
A Fast Team.
evening the old gymnasium was the
Field Day—Clemson Wins Over
Furman for Piedmont Meet—ColAfter several weeks of thinking- scene of one of the most successful
lege Officers to Referee the Meet—
over the pleasures to be gained from and enjoyable dances of the season.
Large Number of Contestants to
feasting on Gamecock
meat this The disagreeable weather did not reTake Part in Each Meet.
afternoon, the Tiger cinder men were flect itself on any of the dancers.
The grand march was led by Cadet
indeed a sorely disappointed crew
To Clemson again falls the honor
on Monday morning when an un- John Auetn with Miss Tottie May
heralded telegram was received from Miller. From then on until the inter- of holding the annual field day for
Carolina stating that it would be im mission the hall was transformed into ] the high schools of Pickens County.
possible for her to ineet Clemson in a gilded palace by the smiles of the The first field day was held here
a track meet on April fifth. At the fairer sex. Seldom before have the several years ago and since that time
time of writing this article no rea followers of the Terpischorean been there has been a steady increase in
sons had been received at Tiger head blessed with such a golden opportuni- the popularity of this event and the
quarters accounting Tor this eleventh ty to render tribute to their art. The number of contestants taking part in
The continued
hour move. All plans had been mad angelic countenances and the elifn the various events.
for the track team to go to Columbi: like movements of the fair creatures has decided to come back to Clemson
present
won
the
hearts
of
all.
After
for this event has no doubt been due
to-day for their opening track meet
In fact the contracts and all inci- what seemed only a few minutes the to the interest taken by the college
dentals had long since been signet, tenth dance was over and the couples in this meet and the impartiality
with Carolina for this meet, and the deserted the hall for the intermission. of the judges. Accordingly, Pickens
team was ready and waiting to boarc The stags, being more unfortunate has edcided to come back to Clemson
a rattler for the state capital. W than their fellow cadets, consoled for her field day this year and' the
have not yet received Carolina's rea- themselves by drinking what was left date has been set as Saturday, April
sons for this unexpected action, but of the punch : Finally to the delight fifteenth.
The manner in which the college
these reasons must evidently be o. 01 every stag, the orchestra began to
much importance to cause the call' play the eleventh dance, and the has been conducting the Pickens
ing off the meet only two days be couples flocked back to the hall. County Meets was in the main the
fore the date for the affair. The From then on until the strains of cause of the officials of the Piedmont
Tigers yet have a chance to get the "Home Sweet Home" reminded the Inter-Scholastic Association deciding
Gamecocks in the state meet to be dancers that a perfect evening was to hold the Piedmont meet here. Up
held on the first of May, and that is past, the dance was even better than to the present time this meet has
In every been held at Furman; but since Furtime when the fpathers ire some- to before the intermission.
sense of the word the dance was a man does not have a track team the
fly.
The calling off of the meet with brilliant success, and the orchestra school teams were unable to get the
Carolina leaves the meet with Geor- contributed a very large share to- treatment that they desired at Furgia as the first course on the Tigers wards its success. The "Jungliers" man. On the other hand Celmson is
menu. Georgia had the honor oi improve with every aance, and the especially fitted for holding this meet
meeting Clemson first last year ;. music Friday night was all that could due to her having an excellent track
plenty of equipment, and a large
which time the former suffered a be desired.
The following couples were present number of officers and students who
overwhelming defeat. Of course the
The
Tigers are counting on duplicating Miss Mable Stehle with Cadet J. M. know something about track.
this victory, but such will be no easy Denaro; Miss' Melinda Adams with date of the Piedmont meet has been
task, for Georgia is rpeorted to hav. Cadet Finlay Garret; Miss Tottie Mae set for Saturday, April twenty-second
Miller with Cadet John Auten; Miss
The winners of the Pickens meet
a much stronger team than she i.
Neil Reynolds with Cadet James Hol- will enter the Piedmont meet in comlast year.
The first real work-out of the yeai lowell; Miss Ida Brabham with Cadet petition with teams Iiom other
took place on last Saturday after- Rhet Turnipseed; Miss Lillian Brown schools of the upper part of the state.
noon when the winners of the recem with W .L .Ballentine; Miss Elinor The winners of the Piedmont meet
regimental track meet were pittec Gambrel with Cadet C. C. Burton; will be eligible to enter the State
against the varsity men of last year's Miss Kathleen Fant with Cadet A. Inter-Scholastic Track Meet which is
team. Several of the new men show- F. Wray; Miss Myrtle Brown with to be held some time later at Caroed up well and nearly all of the let Cadet Ed Taylor; Miss Sarah Cruick- lina.
ter men ran true to form. Quite a shank with Cadet H. I. Games; Miss
At each of these meets the officers
number of men were in almost mid- Ruby Hill Devlin with Cadet G. of the college will preside.
PresiGaines;
Miss
Louise
Owens
with
Caseason form, and the time that was
dent Riggs is to be Head Field Judge
det
C.
R.
Smith;
Mis
Alice
Bo
wen
made in practically
every
race
Colonel Pearson is to be Field Refebrought smiles to coach's face. Of with Cadet L. M. Lightsey; Miss ree, Dr. Calhoun is to he Starter,
course it is inadvisable to give out Elizabeth Jones with Cadet A. M. Prof Henry is to be First Field Judgethe time of the various events before Hill; Miss Thelma Osborne with Ca- Coach Stewart and Captain May aregoing to Georgia but it is sufficient t. det M. A. LeGette; Miss Francis to be Time Keepers, other members.
say that several events were run oft Marshall with Cadet Hugh Foster; of the faculty will De selected to
in close to championship time. As a Miss Rose Morgan with Cadet L. A. judge the various events, while the.
whole the team should show up bet- Hendricks; Miss Dot Burney with track letter men will assist as needter in the track events than it did Cadet F. B. Register; Miss Emily ed in such positions as clerks and.
last year; but on the other hand, the Elliott with Cadet Joe Smyth; Miss other duties as may be directed bjr
departure of Owens, Gilmer, and Col- Marjorie Watson with Cadet C. L. the officers in charge. '
bert left an opening in the field e- Miller; Miss Francis Hayne with CaSeveral socre of contestants are
det J. P. Smith; Miss Nell Hill with
(Continued on page 3.)
Cadet Emmett Emanuel; Miss Mil- expected to enter these meets. In
dred Cochran with Cadet M. S. Ryan the Pickens meet there has been an
Miss Delma Bailes with Cadet Ed incrasing number of contestants each
LOCAL ALUMNI PLAN SMOKER
FOR SENIORS Coleman; Miss Francis White with year and it is expected that this
Cadet C. E. Smith; Miss Sis Evans years meet will he the largest held
with
Cadet Joe Hollo well; Miss Dot yet. The Piedmont meet will be
Local Chapter to Honor Graduating Prevost
with Cadet Bill Tillotson; made up of teams from ail over the
Class Sometime in April
Miss Jessie Lawrence with Cadet C. upper part of the state and quite a
H. Ellison; Miss Jane Shanklin with number of rooters are coming with
The local chapter of the Clemson Cadet S. M. Martin; Miss Marcelle their teams to help them on to vicCollege Alumni Association held a Lyons with Cadet Hamp Jones; Miss tory.
special meeting on Thursday night Johnnie McGee with Cadet H. E.
The events in these meets will be
to consider plans for a smoker in Laurey; Miss Elinor Trimmier with very similar to the events in a colcompliment to the graduating class, Cadet Wade Woodward; Miss Jack lege meet. Following is a list of the
and arrangements were made for this Evans with T. T. Lucas; Miss Sarah events:
entertainment to be held some time Matthews with Cadet F. R. Logan;
100 yard dash
in April. Committees were appoint- Miss Myrtle Malpass with Cadet W .S.
22 0 yard dash
ed to arrange aprogram and to work Middleton; Miss Emily Bultman with
440 yard run
out the details of the entertainment. Cadet W. A. Dukes; Miss Ellen Dur880 yard run
The local chapter has a member- ett with Cadet C. M. Butler; Miss
One mile run
ship of about 50 alumni, many of Isabel Milling with Cadet Punt Gaines
120 yard low hurdles
whom are members of the teaching Miss Ruth Smith with Mr. C. A.
Running broad jump
force or of the Extension Service and Owens.
Running high jump
Experiment Station staffs, and the
Pole vault
chapter is on the way to become one
Twelve pound shot putt
ATTENTION!!
VETERANS!!
of the best in the tsate. The present
Two one-half pound discuss throw
officers are: President, S. R. Rhodes;
Next week, April 10th to 17th, is
vice president, W. W. Klugh; secre- designated as Insurance week by the
McArn—"Say, Rearden, what's the
tary, J. A. Henry; treasurer, D. F. U. S. Veteran's Bureau. Dr. W. H.
in Sociology for tomorrow?"
Folger.
Mills, Counselor has the application lesson
Rearden—"First two pages in the
At the meeting on Thursday night blanks, for reinstatement and con- Spartanburg
Herald, two in the Literit was decided that the chapter will version, and wil be glad to confer ary Digest, and two in the National
hold monthly meetings hereafter, with any one about his insurance.
the first Monday in each month beThis is the cheapest of all life Geographic."
ing set as the regular meeting time. insurance and may be the only etsate
He —"Let's kiss and make up."
Steps were taken for the entertain- you will leave for your wife and
ment of visiting alumni at commence- children.
Better look into it at
She—"If you're careful I won't
have to."—Selected.
ment.
once.
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EDITORIAL
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THE WOODROW WILSON
FOUNDATION
To-morrow the fifth anniversary
of the declaration of war on Germany, has been set aside as the fina;
day for securing funds for the Woodrow Wilson Foundation. To date the
Clemson students have not been called on to make any contributions tc
this cause which is to be a most
worthy memorial to America's great
war President. The promoters of
the Foundation have set $1,000,000
as their goal. Up to the present about $700,000 has been secured from
150,000 contributors. From this
large number of contributions, less
than a score have been $1,000 or
more . The Foundation is not for one
or two men to give a large amount,
but every body is asked to give a
small part.
It is desired that the
foundation be of thoroughly democratic origin and no concerned drive
has or is to be undertaken, for all
gifts are wanted to be of free will
origin. The Foundation has for its
purpose to make awards from time to
time to individuals or groups that
has rendered, within
a specified
period, meritorious service to democracy, public welfare, liberal thought,
or peace through justice. It is altogether fitting that the student body
respond most liberally to this Foundation because Woodrow Wilson
spent a part o fhis school days in
South Carolina. Again there is no
state in the union that holds Wilson
in higher esteem that does the state
of South Carolina; and yet to date
her name has not appeared in the
list of the leading states contributing to this cause. Nortn Carolina
stands second on the per cent of her
quota raised and certainly South
Carolina can do as well. This state's
quota is only $30,000 and she shouk.
succeed in raising this amount with
ease.
Therefore let's do our part
when we are called on to make our
contribution. Let the response be
100 per cent from the student body,
even though the average contribution is only ten cents.
THE

GLEE CLUB

Many of us little realized that w
had such abody of talented musicians in our midst before the Glee
Club gave its concert in chapel last
Saturday evening.
The entertainment was well worth going miles to
hear; and all those wno missed it,
missed a real treat. The club gave
a concert that is ta least equal to Ix
not better than th« concerts given
by any of the troupes on the lyceum
circuit that has appeared here this
year. In the two previous trips thru
the state the club has met with signal successes and the club is now contemplating the making of other trips.
The afct that there is no graduate
directors of the club makes the success of the club all the more outstanding. The club is a student activity in the fullest sence of the word,
The orchestra which supplies the instrumental music for the club has
been widely herald as one of the
leading orchestras of the state and
the south as well. Certainly the student body should be proud of these
men who are doing quite a bit to put
old Clemson on the map.

THE HIGH SCHOOL TRACK MEETS
During the next two and one-half
weeks Clemson will be called on to
play host to High School Track gatherings of no small importance. Many
of these high school boys will be coming to Clemson for their first visit
and their opinion of the college is
going to be determined in a large decree on the treatment that they re-

TIGERS DOWN BLUE STOCKINGS Mexicans, then Mexico would have to
SUPPORTING BALLOONS BY
HELIUM GAS
be colonized again. The plan was
very simple, and yet it was fairly
(continued from first page)
complicated.
One man was to hold
Recent Tests Recall Interesting Story
of a Strange Occupant of the Air Williamson advanced to second. War- a "reilectoritus" (can top) before the
Mexicans face, while the otner man
Wo Breathe.
ner out on sacrifice. Williamson went was to carry a trumpet. The idea
to third. Lewis flies out to center
By R. B. Moore U. S. Bureau of tield . Galloway out Boozer to Tur- was that the MeAican would be attracted by nis image and would folMines
nipseed.
low it around. At this point the
Hits—1 Runs—0
other man vvouid toot his trumpet as
Recent tests of helium as a nonChappell got single. Boozer struck loud as possible, thereby causing tne
inflammable gas for balloons calls out. Chappell goes to second on wilu
attention to the interesting history of ball by first. On hit by Herron, Chap- Mexican ot turn and look in his directhis strange occupant of the air we pell goes to third. Woodward's line tion. When be turned his back the
first man was scheduled to hit "Mexbreathe.
drive brings Chappell home. Murr
Helium is in the air in the propor- Hies out to second, wo drove ana ico" on the head with a sock full of
sand. An unique idea, all right, and
tion of one part in 185,000 by volume Reames to bat. Reames struck out.
the audience enjoyed many hearty
neon, one part in 60,000; argon, one
Hits—3 Runs—1
laughs in watching its execution.
part in 104; krypton, one part in 19
Fourth inning: Holliday out, Sally
But this could not last forever.
million, and xenon, one part in 190 to Turnipseed. Brown got single
million. These gases are all inert, over second. On wild throw by first, Time slipped steadily onward, and
before long the entire club was singdo not react with other elements,
gets to second. Moore out, ing "Alma Mater". This marked the
and for this reason probably more Brown
than for any other, they have excited xioozer to Turnipseed. Brown went closing of the performance.
The Glee Club is to be complimentgreat interest among chemists. Next to third Norton flies out to left field
Hits—1 Runs—0
ed on the excellent showing made.
to hydrogen helium is the lightest
Turnipseed
out,
Warner
to
Brown.
The club is organized, directed, and
gas known, having twice the density
Sally out, Holliday to Brown, Boone managed entirely by the cadets. A
of hydrogen.
successful Glee Club means earnes
Helium has been liquefied bp Prof- struck out.
Hits—0
Runs—0
work by those interested, and such
essor Onnes in Leyden. The liquid
Fifth inning: Damphier flies out to work is commendable. The end men
boils at—268.75°C, which is very
second.
Williamson
out,
Woodward
are esepcially to be praised. They
close to absolute zero that is—273°C
Onnes is the only one who has liqua- to Turnipseed, Warner grounds out to carried off their parts like veterans.
fied helium, and he used the small second.
The Quartette and the Jungle Seven
Hits—0
Runs—0
amount of liquid obtained to determust also be remembered, and the
Chappell struck out. Boozer flies intelocutor, J. V. Martin, must get
mine some of the properties of matout
to
center
field.
Herron
got
ter at this extremely low temperahis due praise.
But then, the enon
wilu tire Club was good, so "Praise one
ture. What has been done is signi- single—went to second
throw
by
first.
Herron
advanced
to
ficant enough to make it very depraise all."
sirable to have liquid helium
in third when ball went by catcher.
Tne members of the Glee Club wlil
quantity so that further experimen- Woodward was walked—stole second probably make several more trips.
tal work along this line may be Murr flies out to short.
They will proably be better than ever
Hits—1 Runs—0
carried out.
tor u is plausible to believe that they
Sixth
inning..
Lewis
grounds
out
to
Helium is found in the gases of
grow better as the days go by.
second.
Galloway
out
Sally
to
Turmany mineral springs.
It is also
The program rendered Saturday
found in natural gas in a large num- nipseed. Holliday grounds out to night follows in detail:
ber of localities in the United States, second.
Opening Chorus '.
Club
Hits—0
Runs—0
particularly in Texas.
Oklahoma,
Selections
Quartette
Reames
flies
out
to
center
field.
Kansas and Ohio, jiriout four hunTuck Me To Sleep
Cyrus Willis
dred million cubic feet of helium is Turnipseed got hit over second, and Dapper Dan
Preacher Martin
advanced
to
third
on
Salleys
sacrigoing to waste each year from this
I Want My Mammy
Cyrus Willis
fice. Boone grounds out to second. Weep No More
source alone.
Rhett Turnipseed
Hits—1 Runs—0
Since helium is not inflammable
Bobbed Haired Babies' Wall
Seventh inning: Brown got hit
and has 1)2 per cent., of the lifting
Ed Freeman
over
second.
Moore
flies
out
to
power of hydrogen, during the war,
A bit of Harmony
Quartette
short.
Norton
got
to
first
on
fieldit became of great military value.
Final Chorus
Club
The plan was to substitute helium ers choice, returning Brown at se- Sweet Squeals
Harmony Four
tor hydrogen in balloon and diri- cond. Damphier hit to second forces
Syncopated Spasms
gibles, and thus ma»:e it impossible Norton out at second.
By
Hits—1
Runs—0
to bring these vessels to earth by
Jungle Seven Jazz Orchestra
Chappell
out,
Moore
to
Brown.
means of incendiary bullets. Such
Boots and Bumps Hit Mexico
a change would make tremendous Boozer lines out three bagger over Brigadier Nutt
Vince Martin
progress in aeronautics, for both center fielders. Herrons nit brought Boots
Ed Freeman
Boozer home. Herron stole second. Bumps
commercial and war purposes.
Cyrus Willis
Woodward
grounds
out
to
third
With this object in view, the U.
Personnel
S. Government has experimented on Herron out in attempt to steal home.
1st Tenor
2nd Tenor
Hits—2 Runs—1
the extraction of helium from natural
C. E. Willis
Eight inning:
Williamson out, J. J. Koopman
gas in Texas, and during the war
E. C. Ricker
„hree experimental plants were built Salley to urnipseed. Warner ground W. B. Manns
and operated. At present one of out to third . On an error by Sally. H. M. Saunders E. W. Williams
these experimental plants is still be- Lewis is safe on first. Galloway flies B. R. Turnipseed W. M. Martin
ing operated and a large production out to center field.
2nd. Bass.
1st. Bass
plant has been constructed at Fort
Hits—0
Runs—0
R. Y. Sherwood
R. A. Freeman
Worth. It is hoped that the GovernMan- got single over second. J. V. Martin
R. A. Shands
ment will support these plants on Reames put a nice one by third. G. F. Ricker
J. K. Dorman
account of the fact that the United Turnipseed's hit
scored
Murr D. Coleman
E. J. Freeman
States is the only country in the and put Reames on third.
With
world at the present time which has a thru begger over left field Salley B. F. Robertson B. A. Morgan
sufficient helium in its natural gas brought Reames and Turnipseed aJ. B. McHugh.
for war and commercial purposes.
cross th eplate Boone went to second
The origin of helium in natural on a fielders choice. Salley out be'A FRESHMAN'S LIFE"
gas is uncertain.. During radioac- tween home and third. Chappell flies
tive changes, helium is thrown off out to third. Boozer struck out.
1. The Sophomore is my boss. I shall
in the form of the alpha
particle,
Hits—4 Runs—3
which is a helium atom with two
Ninth inning: Holliday out on fly not deny it.
positive charges. However, we are to right field. Brown grounds out to 2. He maketh me get over the table
not acquainted with sufficient sup- second.
Moore out, Woodward to when he cometh in, and he leadeth
ine in other Sophomore rooms.
plies of uranium or thorium ores to Turnipseed.
3. He gieves me a friendly laugh
account for the large volumes of
HRs—0
Runs—0
after he hath broken the broom
helium present in natural gas in this
Box Score.
handle. He leadeth me through
country.
Clemson
ab r h po a e "Track Meets" for his names sake.
If the helium does not come from Herron, If
4 0 3 10 0 4. Yea, though I visit more than half
radioative changes, it might have Woodward, 2b
3 0 12 5 0 their rooms, I get no rest for they
come from the sun, if the earth was Murr, 3b
4 110 2 0 are behind me with a broom stick
really thrown off from the sun. The Reames, rf
4 112 0 0 and their boards. They do anything
chromosphere, or surrounding enve- Turnipseed, lb
413160 0 but comfort me.
lope of the sun, consists of incandes- Salley, ss
3 0 12 3 1 5. He turnith my bed in the midst of
cent hydrogen and helium.
It is Boone, c
4 0 0 2 0 0 my slumbers.
He annointeth my
possible that the vicous mass of the Chappell, cf
4 112 0 0 head with the clippers. My hair
earth in passing throught the sun's Boozer, p
4 110 5 0 falleth off.
atmosphere picked up sufficient gas
6. Surely his goodnes and mercy shall
to account for the helium now found
34 5 16 27 15 1 folow me all the days of my life and
Totals
below the earth's crust.
ab
r
h
po
a
e
P. C.
I will dwell in peace hereafter.
The price of helium before the war Galloway, cf ...
"A RAT"
was approximately $2 000 a cubic Holliday, 3b ...
foot. It is believed that in the new Brown, lb
Fant Book Store Anderson, S. C.
plant at Fort Worth helium may be Moore, ss
G. C. Fant '11 is Salesman in the
produced for a little less than 6 cents Norton, rf
a cubic foot. Courtesy Engineering Damphier, If ...
Foundation.
Williamson, c
Warner, 2 b
ceive while here. Each of these Lewis, p
DONE BY
meets should be instrumental in getTotals
31 0 3 24 10 0
ting many high school boys to come
H.
P.
FENNELL,
Score by innings:
here for their
higher education.
Clemson
001
000
VAX—5
Pelzer, S. C.
Several of the boys who contested in
C
000 000 000—0
the Pickens meets of the past are p. Summary.
Three base hits—Salley
FOR QUICK WORK, and LOW
now in college and one who took and Boozer. Stolen bases—Herron,
part in the field day here last year Woodward, Turnipseed.
PRICES, SEE
Sacrifice
is showing the way to nearly all com- hit—Salley.
Base on balls—Off
petitors in the pole vault. Several Boozer, none; off Lewis, 1. Struck
important officers of the college and
out—by Boozer, 2; by Lewis, 7. Balk
members of the faculty have agreed —Boozer.
Umpires—May (Oregon).
AGENT
ROOM 111.
to officiate in the meets and it is up
Werner.
to the students to let the visitors
Time of game—One hour and forty
know that we are as much niterested
in them as those who are to officiate five imnutes.
in the meets. Everybody turn out
and give the young athletes a royal GLEE CLUB WINS MUCH
APPLAUSE
welcome and make each and every
one of them desire-to come back tf
Clemson as soon as he finishes his
(Continued from first page)
CLEANING
high school course, in this way we
ever
chanced to see him the bloodshall be helping the future of Clemson
AND
and especially her athletic teams thirsty bandit would have committed
which means so much to a college. suicide out of pure envy. And Boots
and Bumps! Words cannot fitly dePRESSING
scribe them. They were so green
that they thought reveille was invent- "THE ARGUMENT IS ALL IN THE
Ode To The Mess Hall
ed for the purpose of furnishing enO! that my stomach were rubber
WORKMANSHIP"
tertainment for lonesome and heartA cast iron digestion had I
sick seniors.
If this crew could
I'd eat what I wanted for supper,
have practiced their plan for killing
From pain would I never sigh.

KODAK WORK

A. M. Lander,

CLIFT CRAWFORD

;,

O'NEAL-WILIAMS CO
GREENVILLE, 8. C.
SPORTING GOODS.

QUALITY MERCHANDISE HERE.

In every department of this store
you are assured of receiving the best
your money can buy and you can pur.
chase almost any

item associated

with an up-to-date Hardware Store.
Big

assortments

SPORTING

GOODS, MECHANICS TOOLS, FINE
CHINA, GLASS, SILVER and etc.
Mail orders receive prompt attention.

gulivan-Markley
Hardware Co.
GREENVILLE, S. C.
WHEN IN GREENVILLE BE SURfl
TO STOP AT

Hotel Imperial
FOR MEALS, THE

CAFETERIA
is a beautiful nlace and prices are
economical. While the main dining
room offers accomodations for those
who prefer service a la carte.

uheCiemson Zrrinteri/

- - Printing...
DR. J. G. STRANOR.
OPTOMETRIST
AUSTIN BLDG.,

SENECA, S. C.

"Y" CAFETERIA
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
IS NOW

SERVING THE BEST OF FOOD
COOKED UNDER
SANITARY CONDITIONS
REGULAR MEALS—LUNCHES
THROUGHOUT THE DAY.
Y. M. C. A. BASEMENT

Jfcarry <j, Tl/allace
OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHER
TAPS '22
LATEST STYLES IN
PHOTOGRAPHY
Studio Two Doors North of
BLUE RIDGE DEPOT
ANDERSON, S. C.

THE COMMUNITY STORE, INC.
DRY GOODS, AND SHOES,
FANCY AND STAPLE GROCERDJIS,
CRACKERS,
CANDIES, and
FRUITS.
We Solicit the Patronage of the
CLEMSON CADETS

FOOD FOR THOUGHT.
1,700,000,000 is approximately
the population of the world. 50,000,000 die annually.
5,723 die hourly.
95 die every minute.
18 persons died while you were
reading this.
It is time to apply for a Southeastern Retirement Income Policy.
SOUTHEASTERN LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Greenville, S. C.
T. G. Poats, Dist. Agent
Spartanburg, S. C.
G. H. AuU, Local Agent
Clemson College, S. C.

We Barracks
BARBER SHOP
■M<

PoaBibl* S«TT1C«
to Clemaon Tiger*

BOOM 28.

HALL NO. 1

W. It. i'lKE, Manager

SPECIAL SALE
Fountain Pens
AND

Eversharp
Pencils

WITH THE OTHER COLLEGES
With the warm spring weather
horseshoe pitching reigns supreme
at Davidson. ( Why not a match between the Tiger and Wildcat horseshoe pitchers?)
William T. Tilden 2nd, world's
tennis champion, will coach
the
University of Pennsylvania's tennis
team this season.
At a spirited student body meeting last Monday morning the student body of the University of South
Carolina went on record as condemning compulsory church attendance.
Resolutions were prepared to submit
to the faculty and Board of Trustees.
The University of Alabama recently held a beauty ballot.
(What
would happen if such a contest
should be held at Clemson?)
The ink-splashers at the University of Florida are being congratulated
on the work they did in editing four
editions of the "Florida Metropolis,"
Jacksonville daily.

AT

Cadet Exchange
Official
COLLEGE
BOOK-SUPPLY
STORE !

The Reliable Shoe
and Tailoring Shop
CLINT TAYLOR, PROPIETOR
HAS NOW PUT IN A SHINE
PARLOR, FRUITS, CANDIES, AND
TOBACCO;
SHOES AND SHOE
LACES; POLISH, SHOE
CREAM,
AND DYES; "SHOE REPAIRING",
RUBBER HEELS; CLEANING AND
PRESSING, ALTERING ANYTHING
OP CLOTH. THE ONLY 3 IN 1
PLACE AT CLEMSON FOR OUR
TIGER MEN.

■ ■ ■«

■ ■

We Have

A Complete Line
. . of . .

On last Saturday an ancient custom was revived. After the Senior
Class Day Exercise a tree was planted, each senior contributing a shovel
of soil. This at the University of
Georgia.
There are 170 universities and
colleges having courses in journalism
and 27 6 journalism teachers in these
schools, in the United States.
Students of today take more interest in the affairs of the general
community and are more useful as
citizens even tho younger in average
age than those of ten or twenty
years ago, accordng to the annual
report of Henry A. Yeomans, dean
of Harvard College.
Dr. Courtenay C. Weeks, President of the World Student Federation against Alcoholism, addressed
the British Medical Association and
the Royal Sanitary Institute in 1921.
Dr. Courtenay is recognized in England as an authority on alcohol and
the human mechanism, as well as a
very popular speaker on general
phases of alcoholism. During 160
days of 1921, he addressed
260
audiences, many of which were medical association, teachers
societies,
and organizations of students.

NOTE BOOK FILLERS
CLEMSON JEWELRY
PENNANTS
PILLOW COVERS
STATIONERY
.^

A majority of the athletic directors
favor summer baseball. A number
of coaches and athletic directors
from universities and colleges all
over the country are advocating that
the college players be allowed to
participate in summer baseball. This
does not mean, however, that the
player can take part in professional
games while he is going to school.
Southern colleges will probably
adopt a new system in
baseball.
These colleges will have emmissaries
out during the summer in order to
enforce the rule forbidding college
players to r eceive money for playing summer ball.
The executive committee of the
Piedmont Oratorial and
Athletic
Association in session in Greenville on
Feb. 25th unanimously decided to
accept Clemson's offer to entertain
the Association's representatives during their annual meet, which comes
this year on April 15 th.
All previous meets have been held in
Greenville.
CINDER MEN TO MEET GEORGIA

.. .^^niTNTATN PENS
CAMERAS

(continued from first page)

vents that is giving coach quite a bit
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES of worry; and from present appearances the team will be rather handiNORRIS CANDIES
capped in the field events.
In the try-outs of last Saturday
EVERSHARP PENCILS
afternoon, Salley and Chandler showed up well in the dashes, Redfern ran
the 440 in great style, Wood and
Zeigler fought out the half mile in
mid-season form, Young captured the
mile, Robertson and Sease gave each
other a merry chase in the two mile,,
Wade showed up best In the hurdle
followed by Mace in the highs and
Redfern in the lows. In the field
events Harden walked away with the
javelin throw, Carter carried off the
TUB HJ1XALL DRUGGIW
shot put, and Carter and Bailes
fought it out for the discus, Pepper
and Carter cleared the most space in
the broad jump, while Hall won the
high, the pole vault proved to be one
of the most hotly contested places
of the day and retreat found Cartee
and Rogers still trying to prove who
was best. The preceding with the addition of some others who are com-

L Cleveland Martin

Comparatively few people appreciate the undeveloped agricultural
possibilities on the American Continent. Take the Province of Saskatchewan for example.
In that
province 384,156,000 bushels of
wheat, barley and oats have been
produced in a single year from about
one-fifth of the area suitable for
farming.
The vast area awaiting
cultivation that is surveyed and the
exact location of each quarter-section is shown in an elaborately prepared map just issued by the National Resources Intelligence Branch of
the Department of the Interior, Ottawa, Canada. Supplementary to this
map are booklets giving detailed information by districts concerning the
land, the name and address of each
owner, nature of soil, value of farm
buildings, distance from a railway,
etc. A considerable number of holders of unoccupied lands in Canada
are residents of this State and will
therefore be interested in the map
and booklets which have been prepared with the most meticulous regard for accuracy and are available
for free distribution to readers of
this paper, upon application to the
above mentioned Branch.

FREE
Kodak Enlargements
GIVEN BY

Globe Optical &
Manufacturing Co.
An 8 x 10 enlargement of
your favorite negative to
students who give kodak
work to our Agent at the
College.

THIS IS FREE.

For fnll

particular*,

Man-Made Lightning
FRANKLIN removed some of the mystery. But
only recently has science really explained the
electrical phenomena of the thunderstorm.
Dr. C. P. Steinmetz expounds this theory. Raindrops retain on their surfaces electrical charges,
given off by the sun and other incandescent bodies.
In falling, raindrops combine, but their surfaces do
not increase in proportion. Hence, the electrical
pressure grows rapidly, Finally it reaches the limit
the air can stand and the lightning flash results.
And now we have artificial lightning. One million
volts of electricity—approximately one fiftieth of the
voltage in a lightning flash—have been sent successfully over a transmission line in the General Engineering Laboratory of the General Electric Company.
This is nearly five times the voltage ever before
placed on a transmission line.
Much valuable knowledge of high voltage phenomena—essential for extending long distance transmission—was acquired from these tests. Engineers
now see the potential power in remote mountain
streams serving in industries hundreds of miles away.
Man-made lightning was the result of ungrudging
and patient experimentation by the same engineers
who first sent 15,000 volts over a long distance
thirty years ago.
"Keeping everlastingly at it brings success."
It is difficult to forecast what the results of the next
thirty years may be.

Gene Company
ralftEl e c t r i c
General Office

tee

W. M. RAST,
Room No. 240

L'Union Interlyceene de la Ligue
Nationale contrei l'Alcoolisme is an
organization of French
secondary
school students for study of alcoholism. They are not required to be
total abstainers, but are for moderation of temperance as they speak of
it. Recently a series of meetings
has been held thruout France, at
which thousands of students have
attended the morning and afternoon
sessions.

LOOSE LEAF NOTE BOOKS
LEFAX NOTE BOOKS

ing along in great style will no doubt
constitute a track team that Clemson
can well be proud of before the end
of the season.
Since the cancellation of the Carolina meet, coach has opened negotiations for another meet, but the Tiger
goes to press before the replies have
Froggie Altman:—"You know, my
been received. The schedule as it
social career came near being ended
now stands is as follows:
the other day."
April 8, Georgia there.
Dew Drop—" How's that?"
April 2 9, Wofford here
Froggie—"The moths almost ruinMay 1, State meet in Columbia.
May 13, Tech and Auburn at At- ed my evening suit."
lanta.
"All that a woman thinks of is her
clothes."
ALUMNI NOTES
"From all appearances, I should
say that she is practically thoughtless."
B. M. Aull, '9 6 is Manager of the
Pendelton Manufacturing Company,
Revived
Auten, S. C.
The story of the old darkey who
J. W .Barnwell, Jr. '13 is bridge was out for catfish in a Mississippi
engineer, with the Lexington Electric yawl. He landed a big one that pullLight and Power Co. Lexington, S. C. ed him overboard. As he crawled
J. F. Johnston, '20 is student en- out spitting mud, he yelled:
gineer with The American Telegraph
"What I wants t' know is, is dis
and Telephone Co. Jacksonville, Fla. nigger fishin' or is dis catfish nigG. W. Suggs, 'IS is Agricultural gerin'?"
and Commercial Agent for the Barrett Co. Atlanta, Ga.
J. G. Tarbox, '18 is instructor in
From tho Army's Point of View.
electrical engineering, Sibley College,
Cornell University, Itaca, N. Y.
"I never see a poor cadet, •
W. T. White, '17 is Supt of the
it makes m think.
Tennessee Stave and Lumper Co. Ben Unless
"He may not have any extras yet,
Stockton, Tenn.
But watch me make him sink."
L. J. Williams, Jr. '18 is truck " 'Tis sport to find his room undone,
farming at Sheldon ,S. C.
bust him to the sky.
G. D. Gardner, '11 is general super- And
He may not agree, but ain't it fun,
visor at traffic for the Southern Bell To run his extras high."
Telegraph and Telephone Co. Atlanta,
Ga.
J. E. Gettys, '02 is Vice-President
From The Inside Looking Out
and manager of The Victoria Cotton
"I'll sure get shipped without a
Mills, Rock Hill, S. C.
doubt,
A. M. Chreitsberg, '96 is rate clerk
for the Interstate Commerce Com- They love that sort of thing.
And alas for me, my soles wear out;
mission, Washington, D. C.
W. O. Davis, '15 is county demon- Oh! Death where is thy sting."
Capt. Braden—-"Mr. Graham, what
stration agent of Horry Co., Conway,
was the military policy of the United
S. C.
J. H. Dula, '09 is practicing law at States in 1912?
Red—"A small standing army."
Pickens, S. C.
Capt. B.—"Yes, but why?
J. L. Alford, '17 is farming at
Red—"To save shoe leather."
Latta, S. C.
H. D. Barker, '15 is teaching plant
Considering all there is to be seen
pathology in the University of Minon the streets these days, it is hell
nesota, Minneapolis, Minn.
E. D. Ellis, '03 is manager and to be near sighted.
treasurer of The Flprida Ice and
Power Co.. Lake Wales, Fl.
Philosopher: "A Kiss is the lanM. L. Elder '99 is Electrical En- guage of love."
gineer with the General Electric comCoed—"Well, why don't you say
pany, Pittsfield, Mass.
something."—Gargoyle.

Schenectady, N. Y.
9S-«8SHD

Agent.

R. O. T. C. CAMP HAS BEEN SELECTED

Y. M. O. A.
REV. MR. ZACHARY SPEAKS AT
VESPER SERVICES
uev. Mr. Zachary, the Episcopal
minister, spoke at ine 1. ivl. C. A. on
last Sunday evening, his subject being a oner siuuy and interpretation
oi the DooK. oi neveiauou to bt.
john the Divine.
Accoiaing to Mr. Zachary the book
or iteveiauon aeais witn tnree ideas;
namely, moral conflict, political or
worm conflict wnn ine enemies ot
ine onuicu, ana tne triumph of the
unurcn wnich represents tne neavenly Jerusalem.
■ine moral conuiet is represented
by tne Hie oi ine seven cnuicnes
meiuioneu in jxeveiacion;
namely,
n,ynesus, tne church at Symrna, the
cnurch at rersamos, tne cnurcn at
Tnyratire, tne cnurcn
at sardis,
rnnaueipma, aim me cnurcn at Laoaicea.
me world conflict is represented
by tne neathen world's attempt to
destroy the Church. In this connection, Mr. Zachary explained the signmcance of the many figures of
speech used in Revelation. This portion of Mr. Zachary's talk was especially interesting.
The triumph of the Cnurch over
its enemies is represented by the victory over Satan and his allies. All
shall rise in judgment; the wicked
shall be cast from the presence of
God. ' There wil lbe a renewal of all
things—a new heaven and earth.
Immediately after Mr. Zachary's
talk, a two reel Bible picture, The
Deluge, was shown.
WATCH THE ADDS AT THE Y YOU
WILL LEARN SOMETHING ABOUT
WHO IS COMING HERE SOON
WADE HAMPTON LITERARY
SOOD3TY
On Friday evening, March 31, the
Wade Hampton Literary Society held
its regular meeting. The following
program was carried out. H. E. Nettles, orator; P. Peeples, essayist; M.
B. O'Bryan ,declaimer; O. A. Roberts,
joker; and the debate, "Resolved,
that two term sessions will be of
more benefit to the. students than
three term sessions," which was upheld by J. E. Ross and G. W. Sawyer on the affirmative and J. W.
Smyly and A .L. Smith on the negative. The debate was won by the
IlGSSitiVG.

The meeting was a very good one
and all showed a renewed interest
.in the society work. The members
of the society realized that this session is growing near a close and they
expect to put in some good work before June.
THE CALHOUN LITERARY
SOCIETY
The Calhoun Literary Society held
its regular meeting last Friday evening. As this was the end of the third
society term, the following fourth
term officers were elected and installed: L. E. Madden, president; W. E.
Britt, vice-president; J. M. Dunlap,
recording secretary; J. S. Thurmond,
corresponding secretary; L. M. Howell, senior literary critic; and H. A.
Woodle, junior critic. The program
of the evening was then taken up and
carried out.
The essayist, J. C. Cheatham, read
a very interesting paper on "Modern
Scientific Experiments." R. W. Coarsey, the joker of the evening, kept
the society in an uproar of laughter
with a well selected number of jokes.
The debate was then taken up, the
query being, "Resolved, that there
should be more elective work in the
curriculum at Clemson than hitherto." The affirmative was upheld by
Mesrs R. W. Coarsey and J. M. Dunlap, while the negative was upheld
by Messrs E. L. Smith and L. M.
Howell. Great enthusiasm and interest was shown in the debate by
both sides, making it one of the best
that the society has witnessed in a
good while.
This concluded the program for
PALMETTO
The Palmetto met Friday night as
usual. The program as a whole wai
better than usual. The declaimer,
Mr. P. H. Gooding gave a short declamation entitled "Snowdrop". The
debate, resolved that the government
should own and operate the coal
mines, was well contested by both
sides. The affirmative was upheld
by Mesrs. C. B. Cannon and J. H.
Thrower; the negative by Messrs. P.
G. Plexico and O. J. Harvey. Mr.
Cannon showed that he had spent
some time in preparation. In spite
of the fact that the negative brought

The R. O .T .C, Camp for this
corps area will be at Camp McCellan,
which is located about 9 miles from
Anniston, Ala., a town of about
16,00 0 inhabitants . The camp will
open on Thursday, June 15, and win
last about six weeks. Major Pearson, Capt. Durfee, and Capt. Braden
will attend.
The work will be similar to that
carried on at previous camps, and
as tne schedule is now arranged will
consist of the following items: Rifle
marksmanship, HO hours;
pistol
marksmanship, 16 hours; infantry
drill, 6 hours; musketry, 2 5 hours;
tactics, 60 hours; field engineering,
14 hours; interior economy, 16 hours
inspections, 12 hours atnletic, 10;
ceremonies and guard duty.
in regard to transportation, students, at their option, receive either
a cash payment of five cents per
mile from their legal residence or the
college, or the necessary railroad ana
sleeping car tickets and an allowance
for meals of $3.00 a day, the latter
also to be either from their legal
residence or from the college and by
the most direct commonly used route.
It is plain that in all but exceptional
uiicd siuuents will find it advisable
to accept the transportation in lieu
of the cash payment, for under present conditions, traveling expenses
will amount to more than five cents
a mile.
Wnne it is customary to look upon
the training camp as an unavoidable evil, this feeling is entirely unwarranted; and those who put into
it the best they have will always remember it with pleasure and as u
ereat experience.

SLOAN BROS.
If the varsity continues to hit the
old apple in the real pinches like they
are doing in practice now we can't see
anything less than the state championship in sight.
Item from The Abbeville Press and
Banner; Mar 26:
"Atlanta papers were much in demand by the sports here today following the Clemson-Tech series in
Atlanta.
Truman Reames is the
hero of all the small boys. One of
the papers carried a picture of a
Clemson pitcher in action labelled
Boozer, but Tom Howie said, "That's
Dick Swetenburg, you can't fool me
on that nose.' "
Jupiter Pluvius was winner in the
game scheduled with Greenville in
Anderson Friday.
The promoters
phoned that the Andersonlans had
taken to the boats and that the only
athletics which could be held on Carter Field would be swimming and
water polo.

"Ahs!", exclaimed a man on Main
Street, "see a pin and pick it up, and
all day you'll have good luck," and
as he bent over to pick it up, his
hat fell into the mud, his glasses fell
from his nose and were smashed on
the sidewalk, he burst three suspender buttons, and tore the button hole
out of the neckband of his shirt.

Special Attention Given to
ordering

Athletic

Goods,

only two days required.
Robt. Burns Cigars,
Nunnally's Candy,
Waterman Fountain Pens,
Arrow Shirts and Collars,
Knitted and Military Ties,
Khaki Regulation Shirts
and Trousers.
Army Shoes, Special Made.
Bath Robes and Slippers.
Minimax Silk and Wool
Hose.

Rackets Restrung,
Sweaters,
White Ducks,
Basketball Shoes,
Tennis Rackets.

SLOAN BROS.

Sunday baseball has been ruled out
of the Riverside League, according to
latest orders. Umpire Pearson plastered heavy fines on two whole teams
tor staging a game on Oberg Field
last Sunday.

Fellows, two requests have been
made in the mess hall not to sit on
the Player's bench during practice.
Yet every day the players are forced
APRIL POOL AT CLEMSON
to sit on the ground or to stand up.
Every loyal Tiger should have respect and consideration for his team
On Friday night a great many to leave the bench for their use. This
cadets thought that "Old Faithful oi may be due to carelessness, but let's
the Tower" had decided to strike, watch it hereafter.
ana she went to it with a will, but
before she had gone very far, the
April the First was very quiet here.
nigh guardian was travelling up tne The tower clock stuttered a bit, the
flights of stairs which wind then- old barracks added a dog kennel to
way towards that piece of machinery its numerous enterprises and almost
—but to no avail, AS he was com- a sheep ranch; two imposing tombing down our beloved registrar, Mr. stones were erected; the flagpole rej. C. Jjittlejohn came panting upon ceived rare decorative treatment as
the scene of action, and winding his did the Trustee's house and Colonel's
way up the stairs,
with several car, and we heard that one of the
caaets along as body guard, he man- Army backfield men became a target
aged to stop the strike, amid the for various and sundry missiles. Alcheers of the cadets below, who so, the lights went off and the elecwere cheering "BULL," "MADI- tricians were forced to do repair work
SON" and "BIG BOY" with all heir amid torrents of water. Aside from
might, to say nothing of the beautiful this the day was really sepulchral.
decorations with which they had
adorned our beloved commandant's
A coat of whitewash to P. C. is
car—and the gasoline tank mystery. an awfully good start toward the
Far into the wee small hours of state title this year. The nine garthe night, when the followers of the nered 21 hits off of Lewis' blunders.
Terpsichore were dreaming of the
time of a few hours before, some
Woodward and Salley certainly did
cadets, managing to borrow Hood's keep the territory arouna the keyladder without his permission, placed stone sack safe for Tigerism.
it to the schuttle hole and climbing
into the attic they proceeded as
Jack Reames made a beautiful stab
quitely as possible to the vicinity of Lewis' Texas Leaguer in the third.
above "Daddy" Cannon's room and
there they fixed another Old FaithTurnipseed and Herron each got
ful so that it would chime no more,
they hoped, but in this hope they three hits out of four trips Monday
were disappointed as it rang for which is what we call hitting the old
sphere.
"FALL IN" next morning.
Some
cadets having a grudge
Preacher Martin said he didn't
against "Van Horn" was kind enough
to fill up the vacant space in his have any record of Boozer's and
lock for him and he stayed in the Salley's three baggers but we'll tell
guard room overtime, much to the the world that we have.
disgust of some of the followers of
Only one error was chalked up aTerpsichore.
But our friend "Van Horn" was gainst the Tigers Monday.
not only one that suffered as "TO
THE REAR" Lee got his share with
Daniel Boone surprised us all with
boots filled with water and shaving the quality of his receiving.
We
cream, three trash cans and the con- couldn't ask for better work.
tents of a dog kennel.
Early Saturday morning a good
Captain May's arbiting was indeed
many cadets found out that "Bull"
and "Madison" had not been for- a feature of the game . He truly
gotten as there was a monument didn't miss.
erected in fron tof the Main Building,
sacred to the
memory of the
Chappell looked mighty good in
Siamese twins.
centerfield and as a matter of fact
The military department was not the whole outer works functioned in
a little worried over
the banner first class order.
which was raised on the flag pole
and needless to say the yhad it reTurnipseed looked like a
second
moved as soon as possible. If an
inspector had eben here 1 am afraid George Sisler on the initial hassock
we would have worn no more gold Monday. Murr, on third was sufferstars for a good many years to come. ing from his recent vaccination but
In the rush the president of the he didn't let anything get by the hot
Board of Trustees was not forgotten corner.
as can be seen by the inscription on
the Trustee's house.
Boozer's twirling was all that could
At 9 o'clock we went to classes be desired. Only 31 men faced him
and one of the professors said upon and he yielded but three hits, all
our entrance. "Men, I am glad to see singles.
all this .It is the first time in 14
years that anybody has shown any
"Froggie" Altman says that since
spirit on April 1st.
Another professor said that the he has realized his one ambition, he
monument to the Siamese twins was knows that he can electrify audiences
the best he had seen in a long time. too, or else shock them to death.
FELLOWS, DON'T LET US LET
THAT SPIRIT DIE.
The Proverbialist
out some good points, the affirmative
won. After the conclusion of the debate, Mr. M. L. Jones, the joker gave
some very entertaining jokes. No
program was arranged for next Friday, since the preliminary for the
declaimers who are contesting for a
place in the annual celebration will
be held at that time.

We do not sell all the good
Goods in town, BUT what
WE DO SELL ARE GOOD.

J. O. JONES CO.
GREENVILLE, 8. C.

HartlSchaffner $§Marx

Clothes
Manhattan Shirts

Stetson Hats

CLEMSON HEADQUARTERS IN GREENVILLE.

CLEMSON
What The College is Doing.
RESIDENT INSTRUCTION AND PUBLIC SERVICE
Resident Instruction includes work in—
(a) Agricultural Department
(b) Academic Department
(c) Chemistry Department
(d) Engineering Department
(e) Military Department
(f) Textile Department
(g) Summer School
Public Service—
(a) Agricultural Research includes experimental and research work at the college; branch experiment stations
at Summerville and Florence; co-operative experimental
work with individual farmers; and publications.
(b)

(c)

Extension Service includes county agent work; agricultural club work;
specialists' work; agricultural
publications; agricultural lectures; and advisory correspondence. The home demonstration work is directed by Winthrop College.
—♦.
Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis.

(d)

Live Stock Sanitary Work includes cattle tick eradication; tuberculosis eradication; hog cholera control; and
investigation, control and quarantine of contagious diseases.

(e)

Crop Pest Work is a protection against importation of
diseased plants, seeds and nursery stock.

(f)

Miscellaneous includes scholarships; building plans for
rural schools; and manufacture of State flags at cost
for schools.

THE WHOLE STATE IS THE COLLEGE CAMPUS

Student Enrollment over 1,000.
W. M. RIGGS, PRESIDENT
The Clemson Agricultural College
Clemson College, S. C.

